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be in collusion with Ibrahim 'AH Khan; but they were spared
as some of Hamid Khan's men happened to know them
personally. All the property of Shuja/at Khan and Ibrahim
Quli Khan was confiscated and their followers were impri-
soned.1
When Rustam 'All Khan, collector of the port of Surat,
heard of the death of his brothers, he immediately prepared
to take vengeance. He entered into a pact with Pilaji Gaikwad,
inviting him to join him against Hamid Khan. Although
Pilaji Gaikwad had already promised Nizamu'1-Mulk to help
Hamid Khan, yet as Rustam £Ali Khan offered him better
terms, he felt no scruple in choosing his side. Being apprised
of Rustam 'All Khan's intentions, Hamid Khan made haste
to prepare his army and artillery for action. He was joined
by Kantaji with 12,000 horse. Safdar Khan Babi was left
in Ahmedabad to act as his deputy. Meanwhile, Mir
Natthu and Muhammad Salabat Khan Ruhela from Malwa
joined Hamid Khan with their contingents in accordance with
the instructions they had received from Nizamu'1-Mulk.
On reaching the banks of the river Mahi, a skirmish took
place at Fazilpur in which Hamid Khan's men were routed.
Rustam CAJI Khan, puffed up with the pride of victory,
marched towards Ahmedabad, advancing not more than
three or four miles a day. Hamid Khan purposely avoided
a conflict and secretly stirred up defection in the army of
his adversary. Being a shrewd diplomat he opened secret
negotiations with Pilaji. He sent him Nizamu'1-Mulk's letters
in which tjie latter had given expression to sentiments of
confidence and friendship towards Pilaji. At length, an inter-
view between Hamid Khan and Pilaji was arranged one
night and it was agreed that the latter would desert Rustam
*Ali Khan in the midst of the fight. Next day, after winning
over Pilaji to his side, Hamid Khan made preparations
for a general action. He drew up his army in the neigh-
bourhood of the village Pitald, about twenty-five miles from
Ahmedabad, forcing his adversary to join battle with him.
He posted his artillery in front in order to check the offen-
sive of Rustam eAli Khan's forces. According to the under-
standing with Hamid Khan, Pilaji had advised Rustam 'All
1 Ibid., p. 65,

